Vw bug generator to alternator conversion

The first thing to note is depending on if you are on 6 volt or 12 volt electrical system will dictate
the position of your regulator on your dynamo. To convert the system you will need to in the
case of a 12 volt system connect the main power wires together and the two small gauge signal
wires together simply put the two thick wires together and the two thin together. Next you will
need to check which of your wires is the one leading to the alternator charging bulb on the
speedometer. This should join to the spade on top of the new alternator body. Note if you are
doing a volt conversion you will need an alternator conversion kit which you can find on the left
of this page. Note this includes the alternator, a stand which will take the larger bodied 12v
alternator, a 12v alternator belt, backing plates for the different spacings and a 12v alternator
pulley to match. Obviously in the main bigger is better, however a 55amp alternator will not load
your engine quite as hard as the 70amp, it is minimal but worth noting. The 70amp is
recommended for anyone running an air ride system for the significant load added by the
compressors, and also a bigger battery is a must or a leisure battery equally. Also if you have a
bus and are running several functional elements of your vehicle simultaneously the 70 amp is a
great idea. The alternator and generator wiring circuit works on a reverse live circuit. If the bulb
does not light on the dash the alternator will not charge, it requires at least a 4volt connection to
switch the alternator on, again this will be signified by the bulb first coming on and then going
off shortly after the engine is started. Everyone on our customer care team is an experienced
VW owner and works in our office. Rest easy knowing real people are ready to help you.
Enclosed Step-by-Stepâ€¦. Related guides. The Complete 6Volt toâ€¦. Aircooled VW Wiring,â€¦.
Good luck and happy wiring people!! Amazing Customer Service. Nothing is ever outsourced.
View All Products. Enclosed Step-by-Stepâ€¦ Read More. Alternator Fan Belt, 12 Volt, Fan, Type
1 and Type 2, through Metric 6x1. Metric 6mm Wavy Spring Washers, Pack of For this video
we're going to be installing an alternator on a for one of the employees here at the shop. He's
had some problems with the generator shaft and the pulley itself rubbing into the generator.
Alright we've already gone disconnected the battery now we're going to pull off the breather
hose, carburetor clamp, that way we can pull off the air cleaner. We'll go ahead and take off the
barrel nut, the fuel line, disconnect the choke. Then we'll go ahead and remove the nuts for the
carburetor so we can get the carburetor up and out of the way. Make sure to cap off the fuel line,
that way you don't have fuel leaking all over the place. A little tip for anybody who's got clumsy
fingers occasionally. Stick a rag or tape off the top of the intake manifold that way you're not
going to drop any hardware. Alright now that we've got the carburetor out of the way, we're
going to go ahead and disconnect the electrical connections at the generator. We're going to
loosen the clamp. We're going to have to go through pull off the shroud screws from the fan
shroud backing plate to the back of the generator tin. We're going to have to go ahead and pull
off the pulley, belt, and the stand. Alright we're going to go ahead and pull off the fan belt.
Usually just takes an adjustable wrench and a flat-head screwdriver sometimes, however
because he's got these problems with his generator that might be difficult. We find some of the
culprit a broken pulley, which led to broken shims and did further damage to the generator.
We're going to go ahead and pull off the right-hand side spark plug wires. Just to get little bit
more access to the fan shroud bolts and generator clamp. We got the clamp out now for the fun
part we're going to have to lift up the fan shroud slightly along while we pull off the generators
stand so we can go ahead and get the generator backing plate clear of the intake manifold to go
ahead and pull this all out. There are two bolts on the side of the fan shroud you're going to
have to loosen those up to lift the fan shroud. Don't forget about loosening those otherwise
you'll be tugging and tugging and nothing's going to happen. You can use a screwdriver or
shim or otherwise between the generator and the stand to hold the alternator or generator in
this case, so you can go ahead and get off the last screw for the backing plate. So that's free.
We can go ahead and disconnect or rather remove the four 13 millimeter nuts holding the
generator stand in place. Now that we have the generator stand out of place, fan shrouds
loosened. You see that you can pull a generator and fan out of an early car without pulling off
the deck lid. We're going to go ahead and assemble fan backing plate, fan hub, fans etc.
Starting with the alternator we're going to have the post at the top breather hole at the bottom,
spacing ring, the final backing plate. A couple of lock walkers and some 10 millimeter head nuts
finished that installation there. Note that we do have the key way already installed. We can go
ahead and put the hub itself on if you notice there's a flat edge on the hub and a circle edge we
want the flat edge pointing towards the fan. We have our fan hub in place followed by the fan.
We have our spring washer; it's got a little wave in there that keeps tension on the hub nut. Hub
nut has a recess for the collar itself as it's tightened down. Anytime you have a new fan you
want to make certain it's spinning relatively true. Alright now that we have the alternator with
the backing plate and fan installed. We can go ahead and set that in place on the fan shroud and
bolt it up. A lot of times this is going to be a trial and fit to make certain that the fan itself is not

rubbing on the back or the front side or any side of the fan shroud. What you want to do is go
ahead and get it bolted up. Now that we've got the alternator bolted up to the fan shroud that all
four points. We can spin the shaft, listening for any grinding or scraping indicating that the fan
itself is hitting the shroud. In this case we don't have any so we are in good luck. If there were
scraping you need to pull off and pullback out the alternator fan and shim using generator or
alternator pulley shims, shim the fan between the fan itself and the fan hub to alleviate any of
the scraping. We can go ahead and set in the alternator stand. You'll see we have to change the
stand because it's actually recessed for this large bell here. That's the reason this has to be
swapped out. We've got a new deflect plate in place after we scraped off the old gasket. The
deflect plate goes in with the fins pointing down. Sitting at the back of the engine it should say
CCC more or less, that's how you know it's installed correctly. When tightening down the stand,
you want to go in a cross pattern as to not break off the cast aluminum ears of the stand. We've
got all four snug down currently now we can go back and do a final torque. With a new
alternator and stand in place, alternator on a fan shroud, fan shroud in place, we can go ahead
and install the two screws at the sides and we can put on the alternator strap. We've got the
strap in place more or less you want to tighten the strap down until both pieces of metal touch.
This strap does need to be very, very secure as there is actually a lot of load from the pulley on
the engine on the straps. Go ahead and put the nuts or screws rather inside the fan shroud
holding the fan shroud to the cylinder tins. Tighten them up. Now we've got those installed we
can go ahead and put in the new oil filler. It's going to have a breather tube that drops down
through the engine tin. We're going to put the road draft tube basically a small rubber boot on
the end of that once it's installed. So we've got the oil filler in place a new gasket underneath it.
The oil filler nut tightening it into the alternator stand, then using the oil filler nut tool go ahead
and tighten it down snugly. Now we can put the oil filler cap in place. The breather hose that
goes up to the air cleaner can go up to the port and that portion is done. Now we can feed the
spark plug wires back underneath the alternator and clip them back in place onto the fans
shroud clips and hook them back up to the distributor cap. Firing order of course is 1 4 3 2 don't
get them messed up or you're going to have a hard time starting. We can put the carburetor
back in place and tighten up its nuts. The accelerator cable can be fed through the barrel nut
and you can tighten down the barrel to hold the accelerator cable in place. The fuel line can be
reattached to the carburetor and you can tighten its clamp. We're going to go ahead and
reconnect the choke to the positive side of the carburetor. Point we can go ahead and install a
new quarter inch female terminal on our green wire. The green wire plugs into the D plus
terminal on the alternator and the red output wire goes to the B plus terminal on the alternator.
With electrical connections remade to the carburetor and of course our new alternator we can
set our air cleaner back in place. Attach the breather hose from the oil filler to the air cleaner
and tighten the clamp holding the air cleaner to the carburetor. Alright the last part and
probably one of the most crucial parts, at least to get it right anyway so you don't have the
same problems that this car had previously, is putting on the alternator pulley. Note we've
already got the key way in place. We can put our pulley in place spin it yet again to make certain
nothing is grinding on the fan shroud of course or the pulley back half against the alternator.
Another real crucial part is this spacer, make sure it has not fallen out or otherwise in which
case the alternator pulley will actually end up hitting the back side. It is very important to make
sure to use all 10 pulley shims on the pulley. As a starting point we are going to use five pulley
shims in between the pulley halves. We will first put those on the pulley hub, follow those with
the fan belt, then the outside pulley half. Next we'll put on the remaining five shims, the pulley
collar, followed by the pulley nut and then we will tighten the nut. Check the fan belt tension you
want about one inch of play on the fan belt in between the upper and lower pulleys. If the fan
belt is too lose remove shims from in between the pulley halves, if the fan belt is too tight put
more shims in between the pulley halves. Whichever shims are remaining must go on the
outside of the pulley before the pulley collar. Everything the engine compartment is now
finished next we will move inside the car to complete the conversion. Underneath rear seat,
bolted to the driver side heater channel, you will see the voltage regulator. The new alternator is
internally regulated so the voltage regulator must be bypassed. First remove the two screws
holding the voltage regulator to the car. Remove all five wires that are attached to the voltage
regulator. We're going to connect the blue wire that came from 61 terminal to the green wire that
came from the DF terminal with a quarter-inch terminal connector. Cut off the original terminal
end of the three large red wires. There are originally two wires at the D plus terminal and one
wire at the B plus terminal. Once the ends are cut off strip off about a quarter inch of wire and
crimp on a new quarter inch female terminal end, all three of these wires will now connect to a
quarter inch T connector. With all the wires now attached to a voltage regulator the installation
is now complete and we can reconnect the battery. To test that everything is working properly.

Turn the ignition key on but do not start the car. On the speedometer you'll see the two warning
lights at the bottom of the speedometer. Make certain that both of these lights come on. One
light is for the oil pressure the other light is for the charging system. An internally regulated
alternator will not charge if the light does not come on. Start the car. As the oil pressure builds
the oil light will go off and when the alternator is charging the charging light will go off. All
rights reserved. All images protected by US and International copyright laws. No part of this
website may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means. All Prices
subject to change without notice or obligation. Not responsible for typographical or photo
errors. Sign In. Create Account. Email Address. Create a JBugs Account. Video Overview: Big
stereo systems and aftermarket fog lights can put a lot of load on the stock generator.
Swapping over to an alternator is a great way to improve the electrical system of your VW.
Higher amp outputs will ensure your battery is charged and your headlights aren't dimming out
at night. Products in this Video:. Video Transcript: For this video we're going to be installing an
alternator on a for one of the employees here at the shop. With winter on its way, you might
want to consider upping the ante by replacing your older 6v electrics with a 12v VW conversion.
Which is why lots of owners give their electrical system more of a modern feel by converting
their cars from 6 to volts. Are all the earth connections good, is the dynamo putting out enough
juice and is the rest of your ignition system up to scratch? You can even get 6v halogen
headlamp bulbs here which might help. So if you do carry out the switch, keep all your old
components so if you sell your car on, you can offer the vendor all the necessary bits to return
it to its factory state if they should so wish. In reality, you will need a whole list of parts
including:. If you want to go the whole hog, you might as well carry out an alternator conversion
for a more constant voltage output. We offer a handy kit with everything required, including a
new alteranator stand, tinware and some handy wiring for bypassing the old dynamo regulator.
Check it out here. Obviously the best option when doing a 12v conversion is to buy a kit such
as the VW Heritage one offered here. Not only does this include most of things needed to carry
out the change, as well as an alternator, but also various voltage droppers which will enable you
to use your existing wiper motor and carb and fuel cut-off switch. The opinions expressed here
are the personal opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions
of VW Heritage. Do they make a 12v alternator to fit 36hp geneator stand which is part of the
engine case. Not an alternator. You can use a small case diameter 12v Porsche generator. The
late and used those. Your email address will not be published. Alternator conversion If you want
to go the whole hog, you might as well carry out an alternator conversion for a more constant
voltage output. Get the kit Obviously the best option when doing a 12v conversion is to buy a kit
such as the VW Heritage one offered here. Ian The opinions expressed here are the personal
opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of VW Heritage.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Replacement of a
Generator with an Alternator. Please also see our Alternator Replacement Discussion. Also,
please see our discussion below regarding things your should check on your generator before
replacing it with an alternator. A previous owner installed a rebuilt '71 engine in Dave's '73
Super Beetle. Everything we've have read indicates that the '71 engine is equipped with a
generator, yet Dave's '71 Bug has an alternator. Dave has an interesting combination -definitely a '71 block, but a later fan shroud, and it has an alternator rather than a generator.
Quite a hodgepodge. Dave wondered - Is there a good reason why someone would have
replaced the generator with an alternator? Does it improve the electrical system somehow? I
guess the extra amps can's hurt. I don't know the history of the car well enough to know what
motivated the PO to install an alternator. I guess it's okay, but such a switch probably isn't very
easy. If you're going to use fog lights plus a killer stereo, you'll need the extra juice! An
alternator is able to put out higher amounts of amps at lower RPM An alternator has a lot of
advantages over a generator. The main one is that it eliminates the voltage regulator. The
alternator is a lot easier to hook up and cleans up the engine compartment. And from Rob -There is certainly no harm in having a bigger unit than needed. The regulator only allows as
much as the electrical system needs. I think the '73s came with the alternator, since they added
the booster fan in than year. The generator has only about watts to spare with all the lights etc.
When you add about watts for the fan I'm guessing, but this is what most car fans run at , your
battery charge current from a generator would be minimal with the boost fan running. The
alternator has plenty of reserve. Retro-fitting an alternator is very common -- the only other
modification needed is the regulator, and this wiring depends on whether the alternator has an
internal or external regulator. Either one is easy to alter, and both give you watts in lieu of the
watts of the generator. It's actually a very easy change to make to the engine. It would need the
later fan shroud for the alternator, as the alternator is a different length and needs a different
mounting plate where it meets the shroud. If you are changing to a 75amp alternator, it might be

worth upgrading the thick red wire from the alternator to the battery. Both the normal 6-volt and
volt wires were designed for about 30 amps watts on the 6-volt system and watts on the volt
system and might run hot if you try to run 75 amps through the wire to the battery. It seems to
cope okay with the VW 50amp alternator VW were generous with their wire sizes , but I'd be
reluctant to rely on it for 75 amps. Regarding the alternator in Dave's car, Rob said - I imagine
the reason it was done on your car is that it originally had an alternator original '73 engine , so
does not have the underseat regulator like mine it's built into your alternator , therefore fitting
the appropriate alternator to the '71 engine is easier than rewiring the car with a regulator and
using the '71 generator. Also gives you more amps of course, and this is useful because you
have more electrical gear than the earlier Bugs fresh air fan for example. Dave later learned that
his alternator DID have the external voltage regulator under the rear seat. He replaced the
alternator with one having an internal voltage regulator. Again, please also see our Alternator
Replacement Discussion. Before going to the expense of changing to an alternator - have you
found the problem with the generator? They do work well and should have no problem charging
the battery in normal use. Even with everything switched on the generator still has about amps
left for battery charging. Brushes - if they have worn so the backs are lower than the rectangular
housing they sit in then they need replacing. Very cheap and easy to do. If the lights get brighter
when you push down on the top of the brushes with your finger be careful of the spinning
pulley right near there! Check the voltage with the engine running higher than idle speed - it
should be The regulator - is it clicking, or do the lights get brighter as you rev the engine above
idle? If so the regulator could be on the way out. The new versions are electronic - no moving
parts. They look about the same but the metal can is now a heat sink for the power transistors
under that lid. I have one and they work very well and should last forever. You need an
alternator oil stand, might need a new squat round style fuel pump to fit under it, together with
the shorter push rod it needs the older upright rectangular shaped fuel pump will interfere with
the alternator. And you will need a mm x Both belts run in the same pulleys but the longer-wider
belt runs a little higher in the grooves - you'll need to adjust the number of shims between the
alternator pulley halves. It WILL work with the shorter thinner belt but that belt won't last - VW
found they needed a stronger belt with the alternator equipped cars. To make it stronger it
became wider and that means it rides higher in the grooves so it has to be longer too. The swap
is quite straightforward and the connections are simple. With the two-wire alternator, the large
red wire attaches direct to the battery and the red wire running up front to power the car splice
the red wire connections under the back seat where the regulator used to be - use heavy gauge
connectors as they must carry 50 amps. The thin blue wire goes to the dash indicator light and
this MUST glow when you turn the ignition on. If this light blows the alternator will NOT charge
the battery The VW wiring will cope with the 50amp alternator without any changes. Design by
Erin. Rob responded - Before going to the expense of changing to an alternator - have you
found the problem with the generator? The following is mostly based on Dave's experience with
the replacement of the alternator in his '73 Super Beetle, with input from Rob and others, and
pertinent questions and answers added as appropriate. The material is subdivided as follows -.
A technical point to begin with to clear any confusion -- generators and dynamos are the same
thing - direct current generators. An alternator is different -- it produces alternating current,
which must be 'rectified' to direct current before it's used to charge the battery etc. The word
'dynamo' is often used in the UK, but not so much elsewhere -- most other countries call it a
'generator. The generator has the same diameter down its entire length, between the pulley and
fan housing. The alternator is the same diameter to the generator in the area where it sits on the
support stand, but it is larger in diameter at the pulley end, where it overhangs the support
stand. A common problem -- the battery goes dead. It has no charge, but when the battery is
'jumped' the engine will start and continue to run. A problem almost everyone has experienced
-. Luckily the car park is on a slight slope so I was able to push it, jump in and pop the clutch,
and away I went. I don't think the battery really had enough volts for the ignition, but with
generators, you only need a couple of volts for it to self-energise and so if the clutch popping
gives you enough rpm the generator immediately runs up to it's The alternators won't do that they need almost the full 12 reference volts via the blue wire and the dash light before they can
start generating power. So you are more likely to need a jump start to get 12 volts from a good
battery. A new battery may solve the problem of the battery going dead for a while, but then a
few months later the car won't start again. If jumped it works fine, but the battery doesn't seem
to be getting a charge. When faced with this situation, take an electrical meter see our
discussion of VOM operation and first measure the voltage across the battery. With the engine
off, set the meter to "DC volts" 15 or 20 volt range , then simply apply the two leads from the
meter to the two battery terminals. The reading for a fully-charged battery is about A dead
battery will read ten volts or less. As the engine speeds up, the voltage should increase to about

If you don't have a meter you can try the following less effective test: remove the positive
terminal from of the battery with the engine running. If the engine dies, there is a problem in the
electrical charging system. The simple tests above are the easiest. If you have an external
voltage regulator it with be under the rear seat on the left. Note: Up until the voltage regulator
was located on top of the generator. From until it was located underneath the rear seat on the
left. From on the voltage regulator is internal to the alternator. If the 6-volt Bug has been
converted to 12 volts, the volt regulator is usually screwed to the fan shroud just above the
generator so the existing wiring can be used. The function of a voltage regulator is to maintain a
precise voltage regardless of the current drawn by the load. With meter switched to DC volts
and probes on positive and negative terminals of the battery, read the voltage as before again,
should be a bit more than 12 volts. Then start the engine but don't rev it up. Slowly increase the
engine speed to maybe rpm. The voltage should climb up to If the voltage does not go up as the
engine speed is increased, check to see that the generator brushes are not worn excessivly. If
you can, apply a little pressure on the brushes while the engine is running and see if the
generator lights goes out or the voltmeter reading increases. If it does, the brushes may be
worn to the point that they don't exert enough pressure on the commutator. Speedy Jim gives a
good method for testing a generator on his Web site. Test for this as follows -. Take the positive
cable off the battery. Connect the VOM meter between the positive battery cable and the
positive post on the battery. If set to DC Volts, the meter will respond to the slightest drain. If it
shows a drain, switch to DC milliamps. Any reading over, say, 5 milliamps is suspect. From that
point you must disconnect things to find what is causing the electrical drain. Start by removing
the fuses one by one until you find the culprit. Trace the circuits associated with the offending
fuse to find the short. If the car has been left out and not run for a period of time, electrical
problems could result. VW used fairly simple connectors in the electrical system, and quite
often just shining up the contacts can fix problems. Connections to consider include the
following -. There is a heavy red wire from the regulator to the battery on the other side.
Brighten up the connectors on both ends of this wire. This usually works fine, but it does mean
that the battery charging wire is subject to the dirt and grime under the car. If your car has no
regulator under the seat, it's a later alternator model which has the regulator inside the
alternator itself. On these models, there should still be a heavy red wire tracking from the left
side across to the battery, and this might have some connectors on it -- clean them up. With the
stock VW wiring, this is the wire which charges the battery, and also supplies the car with
power from the battery. Also look at the heavy red wires in the luggage compartment. The red
wire from the wiring loom on the left side leading to the headlight switch is the main power lead,
then two red wires come from the headlight switch -- one to the ignition switch, and one straight
to the fuse block this one works those electrical things which operate even with the ignition off,
such as interior light, radio etc. Make sure all these connectors are clean so the power can get
where it needs to. It is essential that this wire be in place -- otherwise the alternator cannot
charge. On alternator cars, even if the indicator light burns out, the alternator can't charge -- it
uses a tiny signal current through this bulb to activate the alternator. It's not the same situation
with the older generator models -- if the indicator light blows it can still charge. Generator
Polarization. Questions are often asked regarding the need to polarize a generator. If the
generator is charging the battery stays charged then you don't have to polarize it. When a
generator has been left unused for a long time months or years , the metal core looses it's
magnetism, and all generators NEED a little residual magnetism to start the charging process.
Polarizing just gives it enough "boost" in magnetism to start it charging properly. When it's
being used, it keeps its core polarized so there is no need to do it again. Note: Why do
generators need to be "polarized"? Automobile generators need some magnetism to get
started. This "residual" magnetism remains in the field pole pieces even after the engine has
stopped. The next time the generator starts up, the residual magnetism creates a small voltage
in the armature windings. Not enough to charge the battery, but enough to allow the field
windings to draw current. As the field current increases, the pole pieces create even more
magnetism. That makes even more voltage in the armature, and the cycle continues until the
generator is capable of producing maximum output. What happens though to a generator which
has been stored a long time or is freshly rebuilt? The residual magnetism may have decreased
to the point where it can no longer get the generator started producing voltage. In the case of a
new generator or one which has been mis-treated, the residual may even be of the wrong
direction North and South poles reversed. Polarization is a simple process used to restore the
field pole residual magnetism and ensure the magnetic direction is correct. To polarize a
generator, connect a jumper wire from the DF terminal on the generator to the generator frame.
The generator shaft should start to spin. Note: Don't run the generator this way for more than a
few seconds to avoid overheating. The generator will now be properly polarized. If the generator

did not spin during this process, the generator is most likely defective. Put the fan belt back on
and re-test the generator voltage with the DF terminal grounded. If the output voltage is still low,
the generator is defective. Note: Voltage regulators do not need to be polarized -- they are not
polarity sensitive. Even if voltage regulator came with instructions to polarize it -- these
instructions actually polarize the generator, not the regulator. The regulator manufacturer
simply wants to make sure that your generator will work properly so you don't blame the
voltage regulator. Alternators use an electrical trigger current to start the process of charging electromagnetism, so don't need any internal magnetism to begin with, the way a generator
does. That trigger current is supplied via the alternator dash light it's a tiny current and won't
make the light glow when the engine is running so if that bulb blows - the battery won't get
charged and it will go flat. Curious circuitry VW used, but it works just fine. So that means that
with an alternator equipped VW, you should always glance at the dash as you turn the key and
make sure the Alt light does glow with just the key on, just to make sure that that circuit is
intact. Miscellaneous Questions and Answers. Note: Our Generator Troubleshooting article may
be useful. Question - I have a Beetle with a red generator light permanently on. I have changed
the brushes and regulator, and still a red light. A problem with further fault finding is the wiring
isn't all original, lots of do-it-yourself stuff. I have checked continuity though and all seems fine.
But unfortunately the connections on my generator are positioned differently. Two towards the
pulley and one towards the front fan. Do you know which are which? Rob responded - Does the
battery go flat, or is it keeping its charge? If it's going flat, then the red light is telling the true
story; but if the battery is being charged, then the light is telling lies and IT'S at fault. Some
models do have a separate D- connection -- this is the one nearest the fan, and should be a
brown wire. This is the main charging wire. The DF connection usually a thinner green wire with
a smaller spade connector is on the right side of the connector block. The DF connection
supplies power to the field windings to produce the magnetic field inside the generator. The DF
green wire goes to the lower connector on the same side of the regulator. On the front end of
the regulator, the upper connection 61 should have a thin blue wire attached. This blue wire
goes to the "Gen" warning light in the instrument cluster. There may also be a thinner red wire
connected there too -- I think that one goes to the headlight dipping relay up front. Question - I
want so much to have the generator of my Volkswagen reconstructed or have the rewinding
done. Rob responded - The VW generator can be rewound by any competent automobile
electrician -- it works the same as any older style generator, and most auto electricians can still
rebuild generators. Question - I've heard that generators needed a higher rpm to charge the
battery, like cruising speed, but that alternators need only the idling speed to charge the
battery. Rob responded - That's partly true. Alternators can charge the battery at idle rpm
because they usually have a smaller pulley, so in fact they spin faster than a generator for the
same engine rpm. That means they will charge the battery at lower ENGINE rpm but the
alternator itself is spinning faster than a generator does. The VW generator is called an "early
cut-in" generator, so it starts to charge the battery at speeds just above idle - from about engine
rpm. It will provide more current at higher rpm of course, up to it's rated maximum of 30 amps
for the volt generators. Question - In the case of a failing generator, would it be wise to convert
to an alternator instead of having the generator repaired? Rob responded - You can do that if
you want to, but it requires a little alteration to the car's wiring. Speedy Jim has the necessary
changes to the circuits on his web site. Question - Does a few Amperes make a difference? Rob
responded - The higher amperage of the alternators makes no difference at all if you have stock
VW electrics -- it's only useful if you have spot lights, a big stereo and stuff like that added.
Question - The alternator that by Beetle has is rated at 45 amperes, for Toyota cars. There's one
available, specifically made for the Beetle, rated at 51 amperes. Physically, the 51 amp alternator
looks about a third bigger and much heavier than the 45 amp alternator. Maybe it gives more
power? Will it put less strain on the battery? Rob responded - The beetle's wiring will handle the
VW amp alternator OK, but if you use a higher power alternator than that '75 VW alternators are
available then you might need to increase the wire size for the charging circuit to the battery. A
bigger size alternator won't reduce the load on the battery. It's main load comes from using the
starter motor, and that won't change. A bigger alternator will recharge a flat battery faster of
course, but the 30 amp generator does work just fine for most old VWs. The amp alternator was
added in when they added fresh air fans and other extra electrical items to the cars. Design by
Erin. Test for this as follows - Take the positive cable off the battery. Talk to us! All parts
chrome except alternator. This alternator kit is our most popular. It's a cost effective alternator
replacement package or a generator replacement kit. If you are replacing a 6 volt generator you
must also get a 12V alternator pulley. Note: to complete a 6V generator to alternator conversion
you should also purchase 12 volt bulbs, a 12 volt coil, horn and flasher relay. Higher amperage
package with chrome alternator. All parts chrome including the alternator. If you are replacing a

6V generator you need to add a 12V alternator pulley to get all you need for the generator to
alternator conversion. Retrofitting for this alternator: May have to do a minor grind on the
alternator housing so that alternator clears the carb grind is minor and alternator touch up is
only needed for certain carbs A good retrofit alternator with an internal regulator. Unless you
are powering gigantic quad speaker systems the 55 amp alternator is all you should require.
Also, off roaders with four or fewer headlights, the 55amp alternator is all you require. The
generator is a quality Bosch generator and is a new, not rebuilt generator. All parts not fully
functional in your old generator are replaced. Reassembled generator is tested to function as
new. Alternators Generators Voltage Regulators Hardware. Pulleys Belts Brushes Bearings.
Rubber Parts Engine Tin Instructions. In Cart! View Cart. Part : PKG. Full 75 amp Alternator with
internal regulator. Empi brand, chrome plated. Part : Volkswagen Alternator. This alternator
presents a substantial savings in a frequently unavailable Bosch alternator. Alternator is ready
to install no core charge. Six Month Mfr. VW Beetle and Super Beetle VW Karmann Ghia VW
Thing VW Bus Retrofitting for this alternator: May have to do a minor grind on the alternator
housing so that alternator clears the carb grind is minor and alternator touch up is only needed
for certain carbs A good retrofit alternator with an internal regulator. Part : AL82NC. Note: This
alternator delivers sufficient current capacity for almost all cars cars not featuring multiple
headlights or extraordinary sound systems. Only such cars require more alternator output. Part
: AL82N. Volkswagen Generator New 12 volt Bosch Generator. Generator rated at 30 amps. Part
: GRN. VW Generator, Rebuilt 12 Volt. For VW Bus only. Generator rating is 38 amps. Not for cc
Engines This generator uses External Voltage Regulator All parts not fully functional in your old
generator are replaced. VW Bus Part : GRX. Voltage Regulator Bosch , 12 Volt, 30amp. Voltage
Regulator. For 50,55,75,85 amp AL82 Style Alternators. Part : VW. Voltage Regultor, External,
Bosch for alternator-equipped 12 volt systems. This is a US made reproduction. Part : N Part :
B. Alternator or Generator Stand Mounting Pedestal. Part : G. Part : A. Part : GR. Part : CH.
Includes 8 shims, nut, thrust spacer, belt, Woodruff key and new pulley. Includes: 8 shims, nut,
thrust spacer, belt, Woodruff key and new pulley. Alternator Pulley Kit. Includes: 8 shims, nut,
thrust spacer, belt, woodruff key and new pulley. For All VW Alternators. All VW Alternators.
Generator Fan Belt 9. Part : D. Volkswagen Alternator Belt Volkswagen Generator Set of
Brushes Two brushes. For 12 Volt generators. Part : E. Volkswagen Generator Brush Slot Cover.
Generator Bearing All 6v and 12V Generators. Part : KIT. Alternator and Generator How to
Instructions. Fully illustrated guide to troubleshooting, removing and installing, servicing
overhauling Beetle and Ghia generators and alternators. Printer friendly. Continue Shopping.
Classic Volkswagen Beetle parts for the following years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and
Important Links Shipping Warranty. I just did a 12 volt conversion on a Dune Buggy. There are
just a few parts needed to do the conversion. You need a 12 volt generator or an internally
regulated alternator. The alternators require the use of the later style fuel pumps that are
angled. The hard part is getting the fan housing moved just enough to remove the old generator
and fan. Usually it is easier to remove the carburetor, this will give you just a bit more room to
work. Then remove the two 10mm nuts holding the backing plates on the generator. Once that is
in place use a few shims to set the fan clearance. This can be tricky; too many shims and the
fan will rub in the fan housing. Not enough and the fan will rub the backing plate. Re-set the
housing on the engine, tighten the side bolts, install the strap and you are ready to move on to
the next step. While you have the carb, off you can install a new 12 volt choke. You may have to
get a 12 volt solenoid if the carb is equipped with one. The wiring is fairly simple. On a
generator simply mount the voltage regulator on the fan housing or on firewall near the engine.
The 12 volt regulator is wired the same as the 6 volt. Depending where you mount it you may
have to lengthen the wires. Sometimes I like get fancy and mount them under the back seat, just
like a later model. That is only possible if you have a lot of time to run extra wires trough the
body. That is why I prefer to use an internally regulated one wire alternator. The wiring is so
simple. On a 6 volt car just connect the 2 big red wires to the positive terminal on the alt. And
hook the small wire to spade terminal and you are done. Make sure you insulate the big red
wires. They are sticking up and always seem to get touched by something and give a nice big
arc. Next go under the hood. The wiper is possibly the hardest part of the 12 volt conversion.
They go crazy! You can install an inline voltage drop on the wiper motor. These work okay. I
have noticed that Wolfsburg West now has new 12 volt armatures to install in your 6 volt wiper
motor. This is a great thing but is a little more labor intensive. Now all we have left is to change
out all the light bulbs. There it is. This entry was posted on September 6, at pm and is filed
under How to's. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You can leave a
response , or trackback from your own site. You are commenting using your WordPress. You
are commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account.
You are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email.

Notify me of new posts via email. Blog at WordPress. Share this: Share Facebook. Like this:
Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below or
click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name required. Add your
thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. By continuing to use this website, you
agree to their use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy.
We are still processing and shipping orders from our warehouse as normal even while our site
is offline. We sincerely appreciate your patience while we are doing these site upgrades. Our
site uses advanced code and encryption that is not supported by Microsoft's Internet Explorer
Browser. We are in the midst of renovating our site! If you already have an order in process with
us, don't panic! VW Parts Catalog. Featured Brands. Everything you need is included in this kit
Alternator, Belt, and mounting brackets , though we no longer advertise this as "bolt-on"
because 2 customers have reported the need to clearance the brackets for their application we
don't know if they were stock applications are not. The Alternator has a reliable internal voltage
regulator to make conversion simple. This kit was featured in Hot VWs too! Replacement belt
size is 10 x mm. Please note: Restrictions on or refusal to accept return of or provide warranty
for electrical and fuel system products is not exclusive to our company, but is the case
throughout the autoparts industry. It is standard policy throughout the auto industry not just
our company for returns on fuel system or electrical products to NOT BE ALLOWED due to too
much possibility for incorrect installation that damages the product in the course of installation,
and the associated liability with being unable to re-sell previously returned fuel and electrical
products. Please note that the limited warranty does NOT cover damage to a product that is
assessed or otherwise deemed to have occurred during a failed installation attempt. Join Our
Mailing List. Immediate shipment of requested products is NOT guaranteed. Orders are
processed in the order that they are received and order fulfillment time varies. Actual product
may differ in appearance. Please do NOT rely on PHOTOS while shopping as many of our
products have selectable product options that may change the nature of the product being
ordered compared to the representative photo. All information should be verified prior to use. In
most cases we are able to honor advertised price, but in the RARE case a substantial price
increase occurs, you would be notified and given the option to cancel. All products purchased
should be inspected, measured, cleaned and properly assembled prior to installation. Since
Aircooled. Net has no control over product installation, we will not be held liable for any
consequential costs or damages associated with products purchased. Gift Certificates. No
modifications required, and everything you need is included in this kit Alternators, Belt, and
mounting brackets. The Alternator has a reliable internal voltage regulator to make conversion
simple! Also, if you are installing this alternator kit on a 6 volt engine know that you must
modify the mounting brackets. This kit has them set up for 12 volt stud spacing, the 6 volt
shroud has mounting studs which are closer together, since the 6 volt alternator is a smaller
diameter than the 12 volt unit. Cost of return shipping for items suspected of defect is the
customer's responsibility. This is because the incidence of defects is an unavoidable fact of life
in the autoparts world, and since we have no way to "pre-test" against defects without
rendering the products as "used", the liability for defect incidence is shared between customer
and retailer. The cost of return shipping is not reimbursable and must be pre-paid by the
customer. Net's discretion. Reviewer: Mark R. The stock Volkswagen electrical charging system
is comprised of a 12volt, 30amp generator with an external voltage regulator. This system works
great for the stock vehicle but begins lacking as soon as additional electrical items are added.
Higher wattage headlamps, a modern stereo system especially one with a big amplifier and an
aftermarket ignition system can begin to take its toll on the stock charging system over time.
Also, generators have many weaknesses compared to alternators. In fact, this is a common kit
and many Bug owners convert their charging system as a matter of course. Unfortunately,
doing the same conversion for the Type III the Fastback, Notchback and Squareback models is
more difficult as there isn't as much room to work with under the deck lid. At the time of this
writing my '72 Squareback is a custom vehicle and moving ever further from stock. The
headlamps are 55watt Halogens, the stereo is a 30watt Sony, a red neon light license plate
frame for a third brake light, a car alarm system a small current draw except when the siren is
activated , an air horn system that is fuse protected at 20amps and my ignition system is
powered by a Jacobs Electronics Bug-Pak computerized ignition module that draws 4 to 8amps.
My generator is good as is my voltage regulator and my battery is less than a year old. I
checked my charging system and it's in good, functional shape. But a little while after I got my
new ignition system I noticed that when I would drive with my lights on my generator light
would faintly glow at idle and wouldn't go out until I was higher up in the RPMs. At the time I
was driving with my lights on all of the time, as it was dark when I went to work and when I
came home. It seemed that I was just over-taxing my stock charging system. Something needed

to be done. My goal was to find a simple, non-butchering, bolt-in installation that provided
greater charging capabilities using an alternator. He pointed to a little alternator on the shelf
next to me. Gee, I was hoping for a little more adventure but I guess this was going to be
simpler than I thought! So, let's begin! Although I wasn't able to satisfy all of my goals for this
project it's not a direct bolt-in nonetheless it is an easy project for the majority of people who
are comfortable working on their VW. If you can adjust your own valves, change the oil, replace
the brake pads and drum shoes and even replaced the generator brushes then this will be a
simple conversion. If you don't quite feel up to the challenge then I suggest you find a good, VW
knowledgeable friend or mechanic and give them a printout of these instructions. The
conversion will take less than half a day and even shorter if you are working in a professional
garage with all the neat tools that they possess! I created this conversion at my apartment
under my carport with basic tools so a garage isn't necessary. What you will need: 12volt,
40amp Nippondenso alternator, part number see Image 1. Alternator belt, part number is
Goodyear 36" aftermarket battery cable with a post hole at each end don't get the clamping kind
like on the battery rubber mallet to help mold the hold down strap to the alternator shape basic
hand tools mainly some box wrenchs and a socket set wire stripper and connection crimper
tool a couple of male and female wire connectors with sheaths wire wrap ties 14cm of Image 3.
The previous place I got the alternator from was lying to me. After working with another shop I
found out that the alternator part number is NipponDenso. Produces a charge at a lower rpm
than a generator great for those who have more than just stock accessories Lighter than a
generator of similar output The voltage regulator doesn't need a cutout relay Can produce a
charge in either direction of rotation which is what the Type I gen-to-alt conversions rely upon
Have a higher rotational speed than a generator something to think about in a high rpm engine
Reduced maintenance and longer life hey, who doesn't want this? Disclaimer: This document
and the author make no warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, with regard to this
conversion process and shall not be liable in any event for incidental or consequential damages
in connection with, or arising out of, the furnishing or use of this document. In the spirit of the
People's Car this document may be freely distributed and stored, either mechanically or
electronically. However, it is requested that this document remain whole and complete. Under
no circumstances may this document be used, in part or in whole, as a medium of trade or
barter or be sold for currency without the sole written authorization of the author that'd be me.
Remove the green and blue wires from the voltage regulator located on the floor on the left side.
Since both of these are female connectors you will need to join them by putting a double male
spade connector between them or you can cut one of them off and crimp on a male connector
or you can go extreme and cut off both connectors, solder them together and tape, coat or heat
shrink the joint with electrical insulation. However you do it you want to connect the two. The
first method is preferred if you ever plan on using the generator again. See Image 2. If you plan
on removing the voltage regulator remember that you must keep the two big red and white wires
connected and insulated so the fuse panel will get electricity. All of the other wires except the
idiot light can then be removed. Take the big red and white striped wire and wrap the end with
electrical tape and tuck out of the way. Do the same for the brown ground wire. This allows you
to hook the generator back up if something should go awry. Of a matter of course you can
always remove these wires for a cleaner looking set up. The green wire is the idiot light wire for
our purpose, that is and we will be using it. If you have a stud remover socket or such then just
remove the studs and replace with the longer ones and continue with step 11 otherwise you're
like me and you don't have a nifty stud remover, so Take the nuts that you removed from the
strap hold down studs and put both of them on a stud so they are touching each other and the
top nut is below the top of the stud. Tighten the nuts against each other. You can do this with
two 13mm wrenches or a 13mm wrench and crows foot. I recommend using a crow's foot
because it makes the task easier. Once you have the nuts really tight put your crows foot or
wrench on the bottom nut and turn it counter clock-wise like you were removing a screw. The
top nut will keep the bottom nut from turning so the nuts will bite into the stud and it will turn
aren't you glad you listened to me and put that penetrating oil on before hand? Image 4
illustrates this method but you will need to use a longer extension to clear the fan housing.
When the stud comes out remove the nuts and repeat this process on the other stud. Now put
the nuts on one of the long studs, tighten them against each other then thread the stud into the
opening. When it becomes tight put the crows foot or wrench on the top nut and turn it
clock-wise like you were inserting a screw. Once the stud is secured remove the nuts and
repeat this process on the other stud. Using the rubber mallet and an anvil mold the generator
hold down strap to the shape of the alternator. This isn't something I can easily explain so look
at Images 1 and 5 to get an idea of what it should look like. You could even use the alternator a
tad for the molding process but I wouldn't recommend doing all of the pounding on it! Just

make sure that the right side can easily fit on the stud and the left side can at least have a few
threads from the stud poke through. Start the engine. If you hear a loud squealing noise it
means the belt isn't positioned on the alternator pulley properly. Turn off the engine because if
you let it continue the pulley will become very hot within a couple of seconds! Chances are
good that you may need to move the alternator forward towards the flywheel or it needs to be
straightened the pulley and belt are meeting at a slight angle and not perfectly parallel. Belt
dressing will not help the problem so don't use it. Loosen the nuts on the hold down strap just a
little bit. You want to be able to move the alternator just a very little bit at a time. This can be
done by tapping the mounting flanges that extend from the alternator. Just make the adjustment
you think you need, tighten the hold down strap and then start the engine up and listen for
squealing. If the squealing stops then everything is proper and you are completely done!
Optionally, you can start up the car and if it's squealing you can make your adjustments while
the engine is running. This is what I do. You do need to work quickly so the pulley and thus the
alternator doesn't become too hot but it allows you to notice what adjustment is working and
which one is making it worse similar to adjusting the timing while the engine is running. Since
the engine is running you must be extremely careful -- this optional adjustment procedure is
very dangerous and is not recommended for those who aren't experienced mechanics
professional or amateur! One of the most common upgrades to any Air Cooled Volkswagen is to
convert the basic electrical charging system from a dynamo generator to an Alternator. This can
be done to any upright cc, cc, cc or cc Type 1 engine with one of our alternator conversion
bundle kits. It can also be used on 6 Volt systems as part of a 12 volt conversion but only on
engines that have a removable dynamo stand So not 25HP and 30HP engines manufactured
before Please note however other parts will be required. But we have got you covered with one
of our 6 volt to 12 volt conversion kits. The alternator used in this kit is based around the style
of the original Bosch AL82X alternator. Kits can be quite easily installed as long as you have
some basic tools and knowhow. If you are in any doubt, then the job should take around hours
for an experienced air-cooled specialist mechanic. Once this is done you are safe to proceed
without the fear of melting any of your other electrics in the car. Alternators and Dynamos both
require voltage regulators in order to power the electrics in your car correctly. Without this
regulator the power would fluctuate depending on the speed the engine is turning. So the faster
your engine goes the more power is produced. Without the regulator your headlights would get
brighter the faster you went until too much power would cause them to fail. The regulator stops
this from happening making sure that your electrics are kept safe. Your original regulator for the
Dynamo will not work on your new alternator which has a regulator built inside on the versions
that we sell. So therefore you need to remove your original regulator from the system. You can
choose to remove it all together or leave it in place and just disconnect and re-wire it. On
Splitscreen and Baywindow Buses the regulator is mounted on the right hand side of the
firewall inside the engine bay. In both cases it has several wires going in and out of the
regulator but we only need to worry about two of them. You will need to extend this wire in the
case of the Beetle as obviously it was originally designed to only go to the rear seat location.
Terminal 61 on the regulator usually a small blue wire is used to power the warning light on
your dash. This again needs to go directly to the alternator. It needs connecting to the spade
terminal further up the body of the alternator towards the backing plate. All of the other wires on
the regulator are no longer needed so they can be removed from the vehicle. If you wish to
leave them in place then you can. Just tape up the end with some insulating tape to make sure
they are safe. Alternator conversions can be installed with the engine still in the vehicle but
believe me it is far easier with the engine removed. The time it takes to get the engine out and in
again will be quicker in the long run than fiddling about in the engine bay, trying to get the
dynamo out and alternator in with the fan house not being able to be removed because of head
height in the engine bay or the deck lid hinges getting in the way. It can be done but you will
probably use some colourful language when doing it. First of all you need to disconnect the fan
belt which connects the top pulley on the end of the Dynamo to the crankshaft pulley. Most
pulleys have a notch in the back of them that will allow you to use a flat head screw driver to
lock the pulley against the Dynamo so you can undo the pulley nut. The Dynamo is mounted to
a backing plate which is bolted onto the fanshroud with 4 bolts. You need to remove these bolts
1 in each corner. Once they have been removed the Dynamo, backing plate and cooling fan will
come out of the fanshroud. This is where it becomes a little awkward if the engine is still in the
car. In order to get the unit with the fan out of the fanshroud you will need to remove the two
bolts holding the fanshroud onto the head shrouds 1 either side of the engine. You may also
need to loosen the inlet manifold to give you enough clearance to get the unit out. Please note
that if you still have your original thermostat which controls the flaps inside the fanshroud fitted
then this will need removing first before you can lift the fanshroud up. The thermostat is bolted

onto a bracket under the right hand barrels. Remove this bolt and then you can unscrew the
thermostat off of the rod that it is attached to. With all that done you should now be able to lift
the Dynamo out with the backing plate and fan still attached. If all the fins are in good order then
it can be re-used. If there is any damage to the fan then it is better off to replace it. Single Port
and Twin Port engines use different fans which are not interchangeable. The Single Port version
is thinner than the Twin Port version. If you do have a twin port engine then why not upgrade
you fan to a welded version? If you are using your original fan then take the unit over to a vice
on your work bench. Clamp the Dynamo in the vice and lock the front pulley as before with a
screwdriver in the slot. Using a 36mm socket undo the nut holding the fan onto the end of the
Dynamo. Make sure you remove not only the fan but all the shims and washers as you will need
to re-use these unless you are buying new. If you have any issues, lose a piece or something is
damaged then we sell cooling fan fitting kits. Now that you have you fan removed or you have a
brand new one you need to assemble the alternator onto its backing plate along with the fan
and fan fitting kit. There are 3 parts to the backing plate. An inner, an outer and a spacer ring.
Mount the outer backing plate onto the alternator first with the hole if it has one towards the
bottom. Next goes the spacer ring and then finally the inner backing plate. The spacer ring is
sandwiched between the two plates. The backing plates should all slide over the two studs on
the back of the alternator and then fixed in place with a pair of nuts and washers. Once your
backing plates are tight onto the back of the alternator do not over tighten and snap the studs
you can then mount the fan onto the back of the alternator using the original hardware in the
same order it came off. Tighten the nut up and then spin the alternator with the fan mounted on
the back and make sure that the fan is free and not catching on the backing plate. If it is then
you may need to bend the backing plate slightly or fit another shim or two. Not too many shims
though as it will throw out the alignment of the pulleys. In your alternator kit you will notice that
it has a new stand to mount the alternator. This replaces your original one. It is simply removed
from the engine by 4x 8mm nuts 13mm spanner required. Once removed fit a new gasket not
supplied in the kit but can be purchased HERE if required and then mount the new stand onto
the engine. You can now mount the alternator back into the fanshroud with the 4 bolts and then
mount the fanshroud properly back onto the engine. Re-install the thermostat if you had one
and if you have had to remove or loosen the inlet manifold then you can now do all this back up
again. You can now install your original pulley or one of our new pulleys onto the new alternator
you have just fitted. This generator is slightly longer than the 30 AMP GR15X generator fitted to
all other models and is also longer than the alternators supplied in our kits. These 38 AMP
generators use a different backing plate and pulley which are stepped in so that the fan belt will
line up with the lower crankshaft pulley. These pulleys cannot be used with our kits so you will
need to buy a new pulley. Your engine once fired up is going to turn your crankshaft very fast.
Once your alternator is connected to the crankshaft via the fan belt it is going to turn even
faster because it is a smaller pulley. Therefore it is vital that the top and bottom pulleys are
perfectly in line with each other. There is some movement in the tinware which is why I told you
not to do the strap up tight yet. By pushing and pulling on the fanshroud the alternator
assembly will move back and forward a bit. Once the pulley is aligned then tighten the strap up.
Before you go any further however you need to spin the alternator to make sure the fan is not
scraping against the backing plates or inside the fanshroud itself. If it is then loosen the strap
again until any scraping sound does not occur. Pulley shims come in a pack that has shims for
both the top and bottom pulley. The shims are placed either behind the alternator pulley
between the pulley and the alternator itself, behind the crankshaft pulley between the crankshaft
pulley and the crankshaft or a combination of both. So get yourself a kit. Once your pulleys are
lined up then you can fit your fan belt. The top pulley requires 10 shims. Start off by putting 5
shims between the two pulley halves and 5 shims behind the top pulley nut and washer and
tighten the nut up. The fan belt should have movement of around 10mm. If you have more than
10mm then you need to remove some shims from in between the pulley halves to behind the
pulley nut. If the fan belt is tight with very little movement then move some shims from behind
the pulley nut to in-between the pulley halves. These shims can be used to adjust the tension of
the belt when it starts to wear over time. So the more it wears the more shims you need to
remove from inside the pulley to behind the nut. If you have an original dynamo fuel pump fitted
to your engine then you may have to change this to an alternator version. Alternator versions
have a slight angle built into them and both the inlet and outlet pipes are on the side. These can
be purchased in a bundle kit with the alternator or can be purchased separately. Note howeve
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r that if you change to an alternator fuel pump then you will also need to change the rod that
activates the fuel pump. Alternator fuel pump rods are mm long and dynamo fuel pump rods are
mm long. You must make sure that you run the correct length rod with the correct pump to
avoid damage. Or you can do away with the mechanical pump all together and install an electric
fuel pump. The choice is yours. Depending on which carburettor you have fitted you may
require a carburettor spacer. Carburettor spacers locate between the inlet manifold and the
carburettor. Once installed they will raise the carburettor up stopping it from fouling on the
alternator casing. Alternator Conversions. Tags Aircooled Engine Electrics Alternator. Related
Article Read More. Click to add your Vehicle, and we will tailor the website to you Click to add
your Vehicle, and we will tailor the website to you. Tell us about your Vehicle and we will tailor
the website to you Name. Year Select the year your VW was built

